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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF ADAPTATION OF THE MECHANICAL  

FUEL INJECTION UNIT ASSEMBLY FOR ELECTRONIC CONTROL 

 

Ecological, economic and exploitation requirements force manufacturers to develop propulsion systems. In the combustion 

engines with spark ignition for use in non-road mobile machines, it is common to use fuel supplied systems with carburetors. 

The mechanical adjustment process of the fuel-air mixture makes it difficult to automate the processes using these engines, one 

of which is the German 390 engine. The paper presents the concepts of automation solutions to control the fuel-air mixture 

process. The paper also shows advantages and disadvantages of the construction solutions of transferring motion between the 

throttle damper actuator and the throttle flap injection unit 30 MM4 by Weber. Among the mentioned solutions were charac-

terized: gear transmission, strand transmission with cogbelt, lever mechanism, solid coupling. In addition, the article presents 

a prototype solution using strand transmission with cogbelt.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

The combustion engine with spark ignition uses to control the 
air-fuel mixture quantity  control method [29, 35]. This means that 
the amount of energy introduced into the cylinder, in each subse-
quent cycle of operation, can be varied as needed by changing the 
amount of fuel-air mixture. The change in the amount of delivered 
cargo can only be made by choking the air flow or the mixture into 
the cylinder. Execution of the airflow limitation to the combustion 
chamber of the internal combustion engine is accomplished by the 
air damper in the intake duct [2-4, 22], or less frequently used air 
intake control systems for the combustion chamber by adjusting the 
suction valves. These systems are either electromagnetic or pneu-
matic. Examples of such solutions are: Velvetronic used by BMW 
[23] (with stepless adjustable suction lift), Valvelift system used by 
Audi [23] (with gradual adjustable suction lift), Variable Valve Actua-
tors (VVA) [20-21, 24-26] or Electromechanical Valve Train (EVT) 
[27, 28]. 

A common solution for controlling the supplied air to the com-
bustion chamber is the air throttle, already used with carburetors for 
fuel supply (Fig. 1). With the development of technology, the carbu-
retors were replaced  with the indirect fuel injection systems (Fig. 2), 
single point injection (SPI), central point injection (CPI) or multi point 
injection (MPI). In indirect fuel injection systems, the injector may be 
placed before or after the throttle, regulating the flow of the fuel-air 
mixture (injector before the throttle) or air itself (injector behind the 
throttle). Another point of development of the control of spark igni-
tion engines was to change the fuel supply system regulation from 
the manual method into an electronic way. The last significant inno-
vation was direct injection (DI), reducing the air throttle control by 
adjusting the air-fuel mixture to regulate only the airflow. In single 
point injection systems it was common to use injection assemblies 
where the injection was carried out before the throttle. Examples of 
fuel injection units are: 30 MM4 by Weber or 0-438-201-166 by 
Bosch.  

In passenger vehicles where internal combustion engines are 
equipped with the most advanced fuel and air control systems, the 
injection units have been displaced. This was largely attributed to 
high homologation requirements aimed at limiting emissions of 

harmful exhaust gases in this group of vehicles [5- 10, 19, 30]. In 
other groups of vehicles and machines using internal combustion 
engines emission standards are more liberal [11- 18, 31]. This 
contributes to much less advanced fuel-air mixture systems. Among 
motorcycles only in 2017 European regulations have prevented the 
approval of vehicles with carburetor systems. 

 
Fig. 1. The carburetor assembly, where: 1 air throttle valve 

 

 
Fig. 2. Subassembly of indirect fuel injection in front of air throttle by 
Bosch, where: 1- air throttle flap 
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On the other hand, among the non-road mobile machines included 
in the European homologation regulations, and even those that will 
become valid in 2019, carburetor systems will be commonplace. 
Hence, in order to adapt the motors of the off-road machines to the 
increasingly higher standards for the reduction of harmful emissions, 
it is important to develop electrically controlled air flow controllers. 
Equally important in regulating the composition of the fuel-air mix-
ture is the regulation of the fuel dose that is delivered directly to the 
combustion chamber will require significant and expensive changes 
in engine. Injector actuators integrating at least throttle air and fuel 
injector can make significant improvements in environmental, eco-
nomic and exploitation  parameters [32- 34]. The article presents an 
overview and comparison of methods of automation of the manual 
injection assembly. In addition, a prototype of the chosen solution 
with the control system is described. 

1. OBJECT ADAPTATION  

The object adaptation was a 30 MM4 by Weber injection unit 
used in MPI fuel supply systems. Basic components such as: injec-
tor, fuel pressure regulator, suction air temperature sensor, fuel 
supply and return connection, air throttle , throttle position sensor, 
idle stepper motor, fuel vapors are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5. The 
unit is equipped with manual mechanical adjustment of the throttle 
damper angle. Changing the throttle position to increase the rota-
tional speed is accomplished by a rope mechanism connected to 
the foot lever. The opposite direction is obtained by two springs 
acting in parallel (Fig. 6). 

 

 
Fig. 6. Fuel injection unit by Weber, where: 1- springs, 2- fastening 
of the rope mechanism, 3- throttle valve, blue line - line of the rope 
mechanism, orange- direction of rotation of throttle flap: Z- closure, 
O- opening, green-angle of throttle 

 
Fig. 3. Axonometric view of the selected components of the Weber 
injection assembly, where: 1- electrical connector of injector, 2-
injector, 3- fuel pressure regulator, 4-fuel injector 
 

 
Fig. 4. Flat fuel injection unit 30 MM4 by Weber, where: 1- fuel 
pressure regulator, 2- fuel injector, 3-connection fuel return pipe, 4-
way fuel supply connection, 5- connecting pipe with pressure sen-
sor, 6 and 7 cooling liquid flow pipe, 8-pipe connection of evapora-
tive steam, 9- crankcase blower 
 

 
Fig. 5. Scheme of injection system with use of fuel injection unit by 
Weber, where: 1- air filter, 2-fuel pressure regulator, 3-injector, 4-air 
throttle, 5-fuel tank, 6-fuel pump, 7- fuel filter 
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2. AUTOMATION CONCEPTS OF CONSTRUCTION  

Automation of construction requires the connection of the throt-
tle damper with an electric actuator that changes the angular posi-
tion of the damper. Four methods of conveying throttle damper 
motion were chosen: most commonly used (Fig. 7) using gear 
transmission (Fig. 8), using strand transmission with cogbelt (Fig. 9), 
with lever mechanism (Fig. 10), with solid coupling (Fig. 11). The 
disadvantages and advantages of the proposed conceptual solu-
tions in the context of system automation and prototype construction 
are presented in Table 1. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Example of electrically controlled air throttle with gear trans-
mission 
 

 
Fig. 8. Kinematic scheme of automatically controlled air throttle with 
gear transmission, where: 1- stepper motor, 2- gear transmission, 3- 
throttle flap 
 

 
Fig. 9. Kinetic scheme of automatically controlled air throttle with 
strand transmission with cogbelt, where: 1- stepper motor, 2- throttle 
flap 

 
Fig. 10. Kinematic scheme of automatically controlled air throttle 
with lever mechanism, where: 1- stepper motor, 2- throttle flap, 3- 
lever 

 
Fig. 11. Kinematic scheme of automatically controlled air throttle 
with solid coupling, where: 1- stepper motor, 2- solid coupling, 3- 
throttle flap 
 

Tab. 1. Advantages and disadvantages of selected automation 
concepts due to the use of connections with throttle flap 

Type of automation 
concept 

Disadvantages Advantages 

Air throttle with gear 
transmission 

- high accuracy of 
execution and assem-
bly, 
- a complex structure, 
- the high cost of execu-
tion, 
- transmission of the 
drive at a relatively short 
distance, 
- need lubrication, 
 

- high efficiency, 
- compact design, 
- costant gear ratio 

Air throttle with strand 
transmission with 

cogbelt 

- low resistance to 
elevated temperature, 
- low resistance to 
chemical agents, 
- less efficiency com-
pared to the gear 
transmission, 

- fluent motion, 
- quietness, 
- ability to relieve load 
changes, 
- vibration damping, 
- a simple and inexpen-
sive construction, 
- work without lubrica-
tion, 
- the possibility of 
transmission of move-
ment when the shafts 
are not parallel, 
- low susceptibility to 
faults in shaft alignment, 
- large potential distribu-
tion cooperating ele-
ments, 

Air throttle with lever 
mechanism 

- high quality of manu-
facture and assembly 
accuracy, 

- relatively simple 
construction, 

Air throttle with solid 
coupling 

- the most limited option 
to deploy elements of 
the system, 
- high coaxiality of 
assembly and realiza-
tion construction, 
- no vibration damping, 
- no gear ratio change, 
- higher parameters of 
the drive, 

- relatively simple 
construction, 
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In construction and prototype research, unit production 
without a specialized tool park, it is preferable to use a solution with 
strand transmission with cogbelt. Another advantage is the lack of 
high requirements for assembly of the facility, where during the 
construction of prototypes concepts are subject to rebuilding due to 
unforeseen changes in the initial assumptions. 

3. CONCEPTUAL SOLUTION 

Among the aforementioned concept construction there was 
chosen and constructed a prototype of automatically operated fuel 
injection unit 30 MM4 by Weber with the use of strand transmission 
with cogbelt (Fig. 12). The system is built of: fuel injection unit 30 
MM4 by Weber, strand transmission with cogbelt T5 355, servomo-
tor and servo control system (Fig 13). In a constructed unit, the 
passive pulley gear is attached to the attachment  of rope mecha-
nism  and pulley drive gear is mounted on the output shaft of the 
servo (Fig. 12). By implementing a reduction ratio (1: 2), the throttle 
damper performs angular displacement in the 90 ° range and the 
servo shaft in the 180 ° range, allowing for full opening and full 
throttle closure. The HITEC HS-5645MG servo utilizes the ability to 
change the angular position of the output shaft with a maximum 
torque of 120 Ncm. The spring, which in the manual control system 
closes the throttle and stabilizes the system in the automated as-
sembly, adversely affects the servo. The spring generated a force 
that changed the position of the throttle flap, the servo counteracting 
this force to maintain the specified position supplied the motor wind-
ings, leading to its excessive heating. As a result, the spring has 
been removed from the system. The servo control system provides 
continuous adjustment of the position of the throttle flap. The control 
scheme is shown in Figure 14 [1], where the D1 LED protects 
against the inversion of the supply voltage, the US1 stabilizer sup-
plies 5 V for the servo supply and the additional filter with the R3 
and C3 components also supplies the US2 microcontroller. The R4 
resistor protects the status selection input, R5 secures the output of 
the control pulses, R6 forces the microcontroller's active state, and 
R7 limits the LED current D2. The potentiometers R1 and R2 are 
used to set two voltages which later control the pulse output param-
eters. The PWR connector is supplied with a supply voltage of 8 ... 
18 V, and SERVO servomechanism in accordance with the mark-
ings on the PCB. For supply 2 SW connectors supply 0 V or 5 V, 
which results in setting the servo in one of two positions. The circuit 
is controlled by the program contained in the microcontroller 
memory, its block diagram is shown in Figure 14. Timer circuit 
TIMER1 is a 16-bit counter that was used to generate interruptions 
every 20 ms, thus setting the output run time. Interruption occurs 
when the meter overflows. Timer0 is used to set the pulse duration. 
Its start is synchronized with an interrupt from Timer1, and its over-
flow generates a second interrupt that terminates the pulse and 
stops the counter. The time to interrupt, i.e. the duration of the 
pulse, is determined by changing the initial value of the counter, 
which is proportional to the A / C conversion result. Thus changing 
the voltage range 0 ... 5 V at the ADC input changes the pulse 
duration in the range of 0.5 ... 2.5 ms. In addition, the input state 
SW determines which potentiometer (R1 or R2) will determine the 
voltage at the input of the transmitter. This allows the servo to be 
controlled via the SW input or full range by changing the position of 
the potentiometers [40]. Equipped with automatic injection unit of 
the engine intended to drive non-road mobile machinery is shown in 
Figure 15. 

 
Fig. 12. Kinematic scheme of automatically controlled air throttle 
with solid coupling, where: 1- stepper motor, 2- solid coupling, 3- 
throttle flap 
 

 
Fig. 13. Kinematic scheme of automatically controlled air throttle 
with solid coupling, where: 1- stepper motor, 2- solid coupling, 3- 
throttle flap 
 

 
Fig. 14. Kinematic scheme of automatically controlled air throttle 
with solid coupling, where: 1- stepper motor, 2- solid coupling, 3- 
throttle flap [1] 
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Fig. 15. Kinematic scheme of automatically controlled air throttle 
with solid coupling, where: 1- stepper motor, 2- solid coupling,  
3- throttle flap 

SUMMARY 

Adaptation of spark-ignition engines intended for the drive of 
non-road mobile machines, to higher ecological, economic and 
exploitation requirements requires the introduction of fuel and air 
electrically operated actuators into the fuel supply system. The 
concepts of automation  for already used actuators have a similar 
range of disadvantages and advantages. The solution with strand 
transmission with cogbelt meets the criteria for prototype construc-
tion and it can  also  be used serially. The next step for the new 
design guidelines is to test the quality of the injection system used 
in the German 390 internal combustion engine, which will be the 
next stage of work with the developed prototype. 
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Projekt koncepcyjny adaptacji mechanicznego zespołu  
wtryskowego do sterowania elektronicznego 

Wymagania ekologiczne, ekonomiczne i eksploatacyjne 

wymuszają na producentach rozwój konstrukcji układów 

napędowych. W silnikach spalinowych o zapłonie iskrowym 

w zastosowaniu do pozadrogowych maszyn ruchomych po-

wszechne jest zasilanie paliwem z wykorzystaniem gaźników. 

Mechaniczny proces regulacji składu mieszanki paliwowo-

powietrznej utrudnia automatyzację procesów z wykorzysta-

niem tych silników, których jednym z reprezentantów jest 

silnik German 390. W pracy przedstawiono koncepcje roz-

wiązań automatyzacji procesu sterowania mieszanką pali-

wowo-powietrzną. Wykazano wady i zalety zastosowanych 

rozwiązań konstrukcyjnych przekazania ruchu między akto-

rem napędzającym klapę przepustnicy, a klapą przepustnicy 

zespołu wtryskowego 30 MM4 firmy Weber. Wśród wymie-

nionych rozwiązań scharakteryzowano: przekładnie zębatą, 

przekładnie cięgnową z pasem zębatym, mechanizm dźwi-

gniowy, sprzęgło sztywne. Ponadto przedstawiono prototyp 

rozwiązania z wykorzystaniem przekładni cięgnowej z pasem 

zębatym. 
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